Psychiatric consultation record retrieval using scenario-based representation and multilevel mixture model.
Psychiatric consultation record retrieval attempts to help people to efficiently and effectively locate the consultation records relevant to their depressive problems. Consultation records can also make people aware that they are not alone, because many individuals have suffered from the same or similar problems. Additionally, people can understand how to alleviate their depressive symptoms according to recommendations from health professionals. To achieve this goal, this paper proposes the use of a scenario-based representation, i.e., a symptom-based structural representation, to capture the depressive symptoms and their semantic relations, such as cause-effect and temporal relations, for understanding users' queries clearly. The symptoms and relations are identified from semantic mining and analysis of consultation records. The multilevel mixture model is adopted to estimate the relevance of queries and consultation records based on the structural information. Experimental results show that the proposed approach achieves higher precision than does a term-based flat representation. An experiment is also conducted to examine the effect of error propagation resulting from incorrect identification of symptoms and relations. Experimental results demonstrate that combining different approaches can improve the retrieval robustness.